
Further Artistic Exploration

Here we have a few select technique books you may want to explore. Pick something that interests you and just have fun. Explore various ideas and just
give free reign on your creativity by testing out new methods or incorporating into older methods that you previously enjoyed (i.e. taking
watercolors to a new level by using watercolor pencils instead of just watercolor paints) Some ideas you test out you may not like…right now. But hold
onto them as they can still teach you something about yourself or your own artwork down the road! All in all, just have fun with it!
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All recommendations are chosen by Michelle Miller with no affiliation with the library.
I just liked them and think you would like them too!
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Sometimes art makes us take another look at ourselves. What do we enjoy creating? What do we enjoy experimenting with? What are our favorite themes
or motifs that keep popping up in our artwork? What style brings us stress while another style can bring us rest and healing?

Don’t be too critical about your artwork. It’s not about the perfection. It’s about the process and the choices you choose to make. Whether they are
highly focused and defined to haphazardly sketchy, your art will grow to represent you. After all, even the experts of art had certain things they drew
that were not highly accurate. (I mean look at Picasso’s cat drawings!)

Just have fun, try new things, repeat what you love to do and see what surprises you’ll create!
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